
            

Italian Language and Culture in Bologna
Sample

Monday
08.30 A friendly interview with a teacher to ensure you join the most appropriate language class for 
your level of knowledge and experience. After a short break you have your first language lesson. 
Language lessons each day are from 9.00 to 13.00 with a half hour coffee break around 11.00
16.00 What, where and how.  A teacher led orientation walk in town. Welcome party.

Tuesday 15.30  History, legend and curios customs :  Santo Stefano's Basilica and the seven 
churches the unique  scenery of  the seven religious buildings that are interweaving and 
surprisingly interconnected.

Thursday  A Taste of Bologna. A food and wine lovers' walking tour of the town, introducing not 
only the historic centre  but also the traditional ingredients and specialities of the area,  the market, 
the old and new food stores and wine shops.

Saturday
09.30   Teacher led excursion. Ferrara and the splendours of the Estensi Family.

Monday  15.00  Bologna "on board" 
Travelling on the City Red Bus, we will set off in discovery of the most characteristic and 
fascinating places of our wonderful city, passing along the ancient arcaded streets that form a 
historical labyrinth of matchless artistic worth.  It will be a great opportunity to spend a couple of 
hours together listening to the commentary and admiring some of the city's most notable landmarks.

Tuesday  17.00  Wine and cheese tasting at the Fromagerie & Rouge 
We will spend a pleasant evening together in one of the most typical wine-bars of Bologna, with a 
wide range of wines to taste and a fine selection of cold meats and cheeses from different localities. 
It will be an excellent opportunity to get to know our traditions and speak Italian.

Thursday 15.00
Guided tour of the Museo della Storia di Bologna
The glorious Past in a museum of the Future. We are going to visit Palazzo Pepoli, 
the new museum exploring the History of Bologna. An interactive and multimedia journey through 
the History and the Transformation of the city, from the Etruscan Felsinea until today. The design is 
by the architect Mario Bellini, a very innovative project that put Art and Design at the service of 
Culture and History.

BUON LAVORO E BUON DIVERTIMENTO al CENTRO KOINE' a BOLOGNA!!!

Reserva al precio más bajo a nivel mundial en:
https://www.languagecourse.net/escuela-centro-koine-bolonia.php3
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